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Scaffolding Lifts for every construction 
site situation. 

A scaffolding lift is the ideal partner for scaffolders who need to build scaffolding quickly 
and safely. It not only ensures that all scaffolding elements – from scaffolding tubes to 
floors – can be transported but that all the relevant tools can be moved upwards to 
where they are needed. Ease of use, fast assembly and unparalleled quality and dura-
bility make the scaffolding lifts best solution for sccafolding works.

Depending on their intended use and the specific construction site conditions, scaffold-
ers have the choice in the extensive product range between compact wire rope lifts, 
pure material lifts through to practical transportation platforms which can all be used as 
scaffolding lifts.

The range of different load capacities and wide variety of load carrying devices and plat-
form variants means they are flexible to use and make daily life on building sites easier.

Whereas wire rope lifts are ideally suited for the assembly of smaller scaffolds, pure ma-
terial lifts, construction hoist are designed for higher load capacities and are ideally 
suited for work with larger scaffolding constructions. 

Transport platforms have the benefit of two or more  separate control systems and can 
be used both as a pure construction hoist and also as a transport platform for people 
and (scaffolding) materials.

Nor are cramped space conditions a problem for the handy helpers

With a capacity from 60 to 2200kg the sccafolding lifts offer so many advantages 
depending on the type of work or device. 

• Wire rope lifts: Easy installation; Versatile fixing devices and Numerous load carrying 
devices.

• Pure material lifts: Corrosion Protection; Automatic lubrication device standard and 
Diagnostic system.

• Transportation platforms: Easy mast-installation; Pre-selection and Ingenious sys-
tems.
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A scaffolding lift protects your health and your 
wallet!

Precisely in an age when a more human approach is becoming a higher priority on con-
struction sites, employees’ health aspects, must be taken fully into account alongside 
time and cost savings. Laborious, time-consuming and energy-sapping manual scaf-
folding construction not infrequently has a negative impact on health, with illness-in-
duced absence due to back pain unfortunately all too common.

Using a scaffolding lift makes building scaffolding considerably easier, ensures building 
site efficiency and protects the health of employees.
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